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Stone the Heir does not readily lend itself to characterization; for want of a better term I call it a comedy-of-
exaggeration fantasy, but I quickly add it is a fantasy without magic swords and scantily-clad, big-busted
women. It is written in an archaic language of my imagination. While strolling through the woods one Spring
day, Z.Hud Twadder, a man of much learning from the local village, tripped over something protruding from
the earth, flew through the air and squonched into a nearby brook. Dripping up the brook bank he yanked and
pulled on the object of his travail, and quickly saw it was some old hides with markings on them. Rushing
home with his treasures and using a piece of rare glass which makes words appear larger, he found he could
translate what was on the ancient hides. So begins the story of a race of kindly giants, the Gentlefriends, and
Stone the Heir. King Pistil charges His Son, Stone and His two Companions, Throw, a man of the world, and
Autumn, a mouse of the fields, to visit the Nations, carrying no weapons and bearing a message of peace to
all. After rigorous physical training from Lord Thundergut, a Lord of the Court, they begin their journey,
running each day from early morn until the sun turns its corner in the west. Along the way, the Nations they
visit include the Wees of the deep jungles, the Frabs of the stony mountain tops, the Anhydrous Pricklers of
the burning deserts and the Hypogean Perfused Sudatorials under the sea. Their travels are filled with off-
the- wall humor, adventures and misadventures, Rabelaisian uproars, biting satire and times of great
tenderness. The 608pgs (197,773 words) of the novel are inhabited by 64 startling characters. Dr. Rush
Moneymoney, the Court Mathematician the Right Honorable Mad Isoceles Pure and Brother Stearnyearn, a
devout young man of religion are three examples. For all its craziness, Stone the Heir has strong underlying
themes of intercultural harmony, peace, gentleness and respect for women. I hope folks will have as much
fun reading it as I had writing it. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------- A SMALL SAMPLE OF CHAPTER HEADINGS FOR THY
INTRIGUEMENT AND EDIFICATION: CHAPTER 13 On Stone and his Company upon the road and how
they didst stop at an Inn along the way; furthermore concerning the young woman that The Heir didst meet.
CHAPTER 14 On how Stone and Dusk didst come together with a proper goodness and furthermore, on how
they didst set up most wondrous eruptions of men and hogs. CHAPTER 15 On the strange result of the
flying copulators of Dusk and Stone; also on how Stone didst learn another lesson in the ways of playing the
times of hot caring. CHAPTER 16 On how Stone and his entourage completed their journey to the City and
furthermore on how The Heir didst meet a young man named Throw. CHAPTER 17 On the establishment of
a pact betwixt Stone and Throw. CHAPTER 18 On how Stone and Throw didst find for themselves more
pleasing habitations and on the hiring of a maid by Throw; furthermore some details concerning the Day of
the Popping Cobbles CHAPTER 19 On how Stone didst find a maid to his liking and on how the
Companions didst strain their beans to become like the most learned men of the City; furthermore on the
nature and wonder of the mind of the Honourable Father Infinities Pedant.
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From reader reviews:

Ethan Scott:

Here thing why that Stone the Heir are different and dependable to be yours. First of all looking at a book is
good nonetheless it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as tasty as food or not.
Stone the Heir giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any book out there but
there is no guide that similar with Stone the Heir. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your eyes
about the thing this happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in park, café, or even in your technique home by train. Should you be having difficulties in
bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Stone the Heir in e-book can be your option.

Charles Green:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to select book
like comic, small story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not striving Stone the Heir that
give your entertainment preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over
the world can be said as the way for people to know world far better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to
always be success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good habit, you could pick
Stone the Heir become your starter.

Adrian Kester:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because pretty much everything time you
only find e-book that need more time to be learn. Stone the Heir can be your answer as it can be read by a
person who have those short spare time problems.

Carol Johnson:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You
can choose the most effective book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever by means of searching from
it. It is known as of book Stone the Heir. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it
may add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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